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In accordance with the procedures agreed upon by Code GP
and Code KSI, the attached NASA-owned U.S. patent is being
forwarded for abstracting and announcement in NASA STAR.
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[57] ABSTRACT

A kinesthetic control simulator having a flat base
upon which rests a support structure having a lower
spherical surface for rotation on the base plate with
columns which support a platform above the support
structure at a desired location with respect to the cen-
ter of curvature of the spherical surface. A handrail is
at approximately the elevation of the hips of the oper-
ator above the platform with a ring attached to the
support structure which may be used to limit the angle
of tilt. Five degree freedom-of-motion can be obtained
by utilizing an air pad structure for support of the con-
trol simulator.

3 Claims, 6 Drawing Figures
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FIG. 3
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KINESTHETIC CONTROL SIMULATOR Still another object of the instant invention is to pro-
vide a safe, simple, inexpensive, yet accurate, simulator
for astronaut training.

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION A sti|, further object of thjs invention is to provide a
The invention described herein was made by employ- 5 spherical surface for rotation upon a base with a stand-

ees of the U.S. Government and may be manufactured on platform for support of the operator and which is
and used by or for the Government for governmental supported above the spherical surface to provide simu-
purposes without the payment of royalties thereon or lation of.a flying platform.
therefor. Yet another object of the instant invention is to pro-

10 vide a kinesthetic control simulator having five degrees
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION freedom of motion effected by utilizing an air pad

This invention relates generally to simulators and structure for support of a control simulator wherein
more particularly to a kinesthetic control simulator for columns connect a stand-on platform to a spherical
experience in multiple degree freedom of movement. lower surface.

Previous devices utilized a balancing platform free t o 1 5 A mor* c°mPlete appreciation of the invention and
rotate about one horizontal axis. Rotation of the plat- many of the a«e"dant advantages thereof will be
form was used as input to an automatic servo system to rfad^. aPParent as,thf! sa™. becomes be"er und.er'
drive the platform along a horizontal track perpendicu- stood ** Deference to the following description, when
lar to the axis of platform rotation. This device failed 20 ^'Jherein COnneCtl°n W'th *" accomPan>"nS draw'
to operate satisfactorily in that it did not simulate the |,G , js a side elevational view of tne instant inven.
attitude control of a flying platform because rotation {jon.
was restricted to motion about one axis. Moreover, the FIG 2 js a side elevationai view of an alternative em-
platform size greatly restricted the operator's feet and bodiment of the invention;
the control "feel" of the device did not correspond to 25 FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view for analysis of a rocket
previous experiences with actual flying platforms. powered device similar to the instant invention;

It has also been known to utilize devices on which the FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic view for analysis of the sim-
operator was firmly attached by straps or other means ulation device of the instant invention;
and which used, for example, an air cushion to provide FIG. S is a side elevational view, with portions omit-
a degree of weightless simulation and the operator with 30 ted for ciarity, of a modified embodiment of the instant
a feel for three-dimensional movement. These devices invention; and
obviously have the disadvantage of being large and FIG. 6 shows an isometric view of an air support sys-
cumbersome and requiring expensive construction, as tern for the control simulator of the instant invention,
well as critical operating procedures. It has also been Referring now to the drawings and more particularly
known to utilize mechanisms having air cylinders to 35 to FIGS. 1 and 2 wherein the instant inventive Simula-
provide an air cushion for suspension of the vehicle tor 10 is shown as including base 12 having upper sur-
above the floor surface with the operator standing in a face 14 on which rests the lower spherical surface 18
spherical portion which is mounted for free rotation. of support 16 that also includes upper surface 20. Col-
This construction would permit three degrees of free- umns 22» FI°- !> are rigidly secured to surface 26 of
dom; however, it fails to give the operator a true indica- platform 28. Platform 28 is the stand-on support for the
tion of feel at least partially caused by the requirement operator of the instant inventive simulator 10.
for manual control by the operator of a reaction gun. Framework 30 is rigidly secured to platform 28 and
Furthermore, the operation of the device is limited extends upwardly therefrom util.z.ng vertical frame 32.
through the amount of air that can be stored within the 45 Handrail 34 extends around the operator substantially
chamber on the vehicle or the vehicle movement lim- Paral)eJ |° P'atform ?8 and at aPP««'mately the eleva-
ited by some type of conduit for conveying pneumatic <'°n of the !"PS of the operator Horizontal top frame

, .. ,. 36 secures the upper ends of vertical frame 32 and sup-pressure for the air cushion. . v, , 7r .... .. .... ... .. • .. . ports counterweights 40 for a purpose to be more fully
Wherever kinesthetic control » used herein the term £nderstood hereiLfter. As an option in FIG. 1 embodi

refers to control by the sense whose end organs he in 50 ment counterweights 58 may afso be added to support
the muscle tendons and joints and which are st.mu- u ^ e Qf which „.„ be lained subse.
lated by bodily movement and tensions; also known as quentlv
the muscle means. Kinesthetic alternatively is the type Center-of-curvature 42 of spherical surface 18 is lo-
of sensory experience derived from the sense having its cated jn F,G l at approximate|y the elevation of the
end organs lying in the muscles, tendons and joints. 55 waist of the operator. Center-of-gravity 44 is estab-

It is an object of the instant invention to provide a |jshed by the COmbined mass of the operator and simu-
large radius, spherical surface for rotational control for )ator 10 structure and should substantially coincide
attitude simulation of a flying platform. wjtn center-of-curvature 42 for zero stability.

Another object of this invention is to provide an inex- TJH nng 50 permits a maximum degree of rotation of
pensive readily available device for simulation of kines- bu simulator 10 and is attached to platform 28 and support
thetic control such as would be used in operating vehi- 16 by braces 52.
cles similar to a lunar flying platform. The alternative embodiment of the invention shown

Another object of the instant invention is to provide in FIG. 2 is substantially identical to that shown in FIG.
a simulator which can be utilized for studying engineer- ,, 1 with the exception that platform 28 is spaced a
ing parameters such as inertia, platform size and con- greater distance from flat upper surface 20 of support
trol location needed for the design of both the surface- 16 by elongated columns 56. It is to be noted that col-
to-surface and the surface-to-orbit type vehicles. umns 56 could be of a telescopic construction for use
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in the embodiment of both FIGS. 2 and 1, as well as any rocket powered platform, and both the actual platform
configuration therebetween. and the simulator have the same control "feel".

A lock pin inserted into coinciding apertures or a Referring now to FIG. 5 wherein framework 30 of
similar locking device could be utilized to adjust the simulator 10, as shown in FIG. 1, is shown to have out-
height of platform 28 above surface 20. It is to be noted 5 wardly extending horizontal conduits 62 which convey
that the alternative embodiment is not provided with air pressure from a source, not shown, to nozzles 60 for
the full framework shown in FIG. 1, which would in- release to establish a thrust, T, which is always aligned
elude counterweights 40, but framework 32 stops at with the axis of simulator 10 such that a horizontal ac-
handrail 34. Center of gravity 46, FIG. 2, substantially 'celerating force equal to T sin 0 is provided to give hor-
above the center-of-curvature 42 of spherical surface 10 izontal translation in any direction. Platform 28 is
18, is that of only the operator and does not include the shown as mounted on four air pads 74 which utilize the
simulator structure. pneumatic pressure from four motorized blowers 76 to

An alternative embodiment of the invention would support the entire simulator on a smooth level floor
utilize a structure similator to that of either FIGS. 1 or permitting relatively frictionless translation in a plane
2 but weights 58 would be attached to the surface of 15 and a tota) of five degrees of motion freedom. The sim-
support 16 to provide a more stable but active device. ulator in this configuration has two degrees of transla-
It is only necessary that weights 58 be located below tiona| freedom across a floor or the like as well as three
center-of-curvature 42. The greater the amount of degrees of rotational freedom including rotation about
weight added the greater will be the effort required to a vertica, axis and freedom to tilt in a,| directions from
rotate the device to thus provide the exerciser or gym- 20 (he vertica, The device as shown jn F,G 5 relates on)y

nastic equipment. to a translational device and not to a nontranslational
Referring now to FIG. 3 wherein is shown a diagram- configuration as shown in F[G. i wherein it is critical

matic analysis of a rocket powered platform at an initial to have the center-of-gravity and the center-of-
angle, beta, with respect to some external reference 88 curvature at an identica, |ocation for zero static stabi|.
such as the horizon and which the operator des.res to 25 . Uti,jzation of thg translationa, system of FIG s

return to a level attitude such that beta equals zero de- mjts investi tion of situations where stabilizing gear,
grees. To accomplish this, kmesthetic control calls for such as * can be ,ocate(] Qn contro, simu|afo* ,0
the operator to maintain hisi center-of-gravity above the as s£en Jn FIG 2 fe idj combined center-off-
center of the platform w.th respect to external refer- respect to the center-of-curvature. In the
ence 88, the horizon. The reactive force on the man is 30 f^,^, ^m investi ators are imaril inter.
equal to the mass of the man times the acceleration ere- ... J. .... , . f, . u i- u. .. .-7 . , ., . . „ _, . ested in zero stabi hty, but there must be s hght staticated by the rocket, F = ma. The control moment ere- . ...... . J[ , t. . .. .. , 6. „. j . ... '• • i » t . f stabi ity, to compensate for the inertia of the do y, asated by this reaction is equal to the reactive force, . '.„„ - . , , . . , .• , , .
times the moment arm, M = Fl sin 8. In this expression *en '" FIGS' 5 and 6'in the translational embodiment.
F is the reactive force, 1 the distance from the center 35 It« possible to vary the static stability to mvestigate the
of the platform to the operator's center-of-gravity, and capability of an operator to compensate for stabilizing
8 is the kinesthetic control angle, see FIG. 3. If a in the gear on board simulator 10.
force equation, F = ma, is equal to the acceleration of u

More d^! °f, the translational support system is
gravity then F= W, the weight of the man, and the mo- sh°wn ln F1G 6 for Providing five degress of freedom
ment equation reduces to M = W \ sin 8. 40 °f motlon fo,r control simulator 10. In the FIG. 6 em-

As seen in FIG. 4, the platform simulator is at an ini- bodiment dolly 78 includes enlarged base 70 which has
tial angle, beta, with respect to external reference 88, condult Ie8s 72 attached thereto which extend down-
the horizon, and it is desired to return the platform to ward|y to terminate at pads 74. Power supply means,
a level attitude, beta equals zero degrees. To accom- c

 s"ch as S1uirrel ca§e motors 76 are attached to the un-
plish this reorientation, kinesthetic control calls for the 45 dersurface of enlarged base 70 and provide a source of
operator to stand erect, moving his center-of-gravity 46 air pressure which flows through conduit legs to pads
from point A to point B through the control angle 8. 74 to maintain pneumatic support of dolly 78. A source
Simulator 10 is mass-balanced by weights 40, see FIG. of Power suPP'y such as electrical current could be pro-
1, which put its center-of-mass at center-of-curvature v'ded by some external source in.which case it would
42. Therefore, no gravity moments are created on sim- 5U be merely necessary to have one electrical conduit, not
ulator 10 as a result of tilting; only inertia moments are shown, extending from dolly 78 to the source of the
present. Gravity moments are put in only by the opera- electrical current or a portable supply, such as batter-
tor and are equal to his weight W times the horizontal >es, not shown, could be mounted on dolly 78.
distance i between the vertical action line of his weight ^ „ OPERATION
passing through center-of-gravity 46 at point B and the
line-of-action of the floor reaction F which is directly To operate simulator 10 the operator, while standing
below point A. From the right angle triangle with base on platform 28, utilizes whatever body motions are
b, hypotenuse / and acute angle beta, the following rela- necessary to produce desired platform rotations. In the
tion may be written: b = I sin /3, see FIG. 4. Since 8 is 6Q embodiment of the invention shown in FIG. 1 kines-
equal to /3, the expression may be written as b = 1 sin thetic control simulator 10 is balanced about center-of-
8. The righting moment, therefore, is: curvature 42 of spherical surface 18, by means of coun-

terweights 40 attached to framework 30. Stand-on plat-
M — W I sin 8 form 28 is located with respect to center-of-curvature

which is exactly the same as for the rocket powered 65 42 of spherical surface 18 such that center-of-gravity
platform, whatever the value of 8. Thus the kinestheti- 44 of the simulator including the weight of the operator
cally induced reactions of an operator of the simulator standing in the normal upright attitude coincides with
are equivalent to those of an operator of an actual center-of-curvature 42. This arrangement provides the
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neutral, 'zero,' stability in the simulation device that is
also present in a flying platform.

The second embodiment of the instant invention pro-
vides a variable stability capability which is of valde in
demonstrating kinesthetic control to those unac- 5
quainted with the flying platform. In the embodiment
shown in FIG. 2 the length of columns 56 is increased
to produce a decrease in stability of the operator-
device combination. In this configuration counter-
weights 40 are removed from simulator 10. However, 10
columns 56 elevate the center-of-gravity of the simula-
tor to a position at or slightly above the center-of-
gravity 42. Location of center-of-curvature 42 approxi-
mately at the surface of stand-on platform 28 estab-
lishes a nearly neutral or slightly negative stability for 15
the combination depending 'upon the stature and
weight of the operator.

A further alternative embodiment of the instant in-
.vention involves the use of a lightweight construction
in conjunction with a rugged maximum tilt ring 50 20
which would make simulator 10 useful as an item of
playground equipment. Furthermore, the elimination
of columns 22 and 56 and the addition of weights 58 to
spherical surface 18 would increase the positive stabil-
ity of the device and adapt it for use as an item of gym- 25
nasium equipment. The two variations of this alterna-
tive embodiment of the instant invention provide a po-
tential use as body building exercisers for arm and leg
muscles.

The embodiment of the invention as shown in FIGS. 30
5 and 6 relates to a translational embodiment having
five degrees of freedom of motion available due to the
suspension of kinesthetic control simulator 10 above
the surface upon which it would normally operate.
Thus, in FIG. 5 is shown a construction having four air 35
pads which would utilize power sources 76, for exam-
ple four electric motors or gasoline engines, for provid-
ing a pneumatic source of supply for an air cushion to
maintain simulator 10 in a position for complete free-
dom in the various attitudes. Nozzles 60 provide down- 40
ward thrust and also permit the operator to have trans-
lational control.

The embodiment shown in FIG. 6 operates similar to
that of FIG. 5; however, a plurality of pads 74 are uti-
lized for support for dolly 78 which has enlarged base 45
70 for receiving simulator 10 with base 12 thereon.

Thus it is seen that the instant invention has advan-
tages over previously known devices in simplicity and

•realistic simulation of a flying platform. It is to be noted
that the novel simulator disclosed herein can be pro- 50
duced inexpensively and requires little or no mainte-
nance. It is possible to alter the construction from the

embodiment shown in FIG. 1 to that of FIGS. 2, 5 or
6 in a very minimal time period. The device, further-
more, requires no external power source and because
it utilizes only the operator for any type of power, iris
available on demand. Moreover, the instant simulator
provides a readily available and accessible device for
observation of many problems of scientific interest
such as high moment of inertia configuration, instru-
ment handling qualities and multipassenger-carrying
capability. For example, the novel simulator is able to
assist in investigations to determine the passenger-
carrying capability of a lunar flyer. It has been estab-
lished that the operator can carry either one or two pas-
sengers without difficulty with the construction of the
instant invention. Moreover, a control simulator having
five degrees of freedom of motion is instantly available
simply by mounting the simulator structure on a dolly
such as shown in FIGS. 5 and 6.

What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by
Letters Patent of the United States is:

1. A kinesthetic control simulator comprising:
support means having a spherical lower surface;
base means for support of said support means;
a platform mounted in spaced relation to said support

means for supporting an operator;
framework means extending upwardly from said plat-

form; and
means for vertically positioning the center of gravity

of the simulator and an operator above, below and
corresponding to the center of rotation of said
spherical lower surface wherein said means for ver-
tically positioning includes column means for spac-
ing said platform from said support means and for
vertically positioning the center of gravity of the
simulator and an operator relative to the center of
rotation of said spherical lower surface whereby
the simulator may simulate a stable, unstable and
neutrally stable flying platform.

2. The simulator of claim 1 wherein said means for
vertically positioning includes a first removably coun-
terweight means attached to said framework means and
a second removable counterweight means attached to
said support means, said first and second counter-
weight means for vertically positioning the center of
gravity of the simulator and an operator relative to the
center of curvature of said spherical lower surface.

3. The simulator of claim 2 including pneumatic sup-
port means for the simulator, whereby five degrees
freedom of motion is provided for simulation of a pow-
ered, flying platform.
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